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Mishnah Shabbat, chapter 20

(1) Rabbi Eliezer says; One may

suspend a strainer [and stretch it over

an opening of a jar in order to strain

into it] on Festivals [even though

doing so is prohibited Rabbinically as

building a temporary tent (see Shabbat

17:7). Here, Rabbi Eliezer holds, that

since there is a dispensation regarding

the preparation of food on the Festival, therefore, there is a dispensation even in

such preparations that could have been prepared before the Festival] and pour

[wine] through a suspended [strainer] on the Sabbath [even though on the

Sabbath no dispensation exists regarding the preparation of food, here, in this

case, where the strainer has already been stretched, no forbidden labor is

performed since this is not the usual manner of the forbidden labor of “sorting”].

But the Sages rule; One may not suspend a strainer on Festivals [i.e., there is no

dispensation here, since this forbidden act is only a preliminary to the preparation

of the food which could have been performed before the Festival], nor pour

[wine] through a suspended [strainer] on the Sabbath [the Sages consider this

“sorting,”] but we may pour [it] through a suspended [strainer] on Festivals [since

we will be drinking the wine it is considered a direct preparation of food

regarding which there is a dispensation].

(2) One may pour [on the Sabbath] water over wine sediment in order to [release

any wine still contained within them and to] clarify them [this is not considered

“sorting”], and wine may be filtered [from white dust particles] through [special]

cloths [made for that purpose, so we need not fear that he will come to squeeze

it out] or through a basket made of palm twigs [since the wine is drinkable before
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the filtering, this does not constitute

“sorting”]; and a [beaten] egg may be

passed through a mustard strainer

[which has mustard in it, in order to

brighten its color; since the mustard is

edible before this process this does not

constitute “sorting”]; and honey-wine

may be prepared on the Sabbath [by

mixing honey, wine and pepper].

Rabbi Yehudah says; On the Sabbath [it may only be made] in a cup [more than

this is considered excessive toil and prohibited]; on Festivals, in a lagin [larger

than a cup and smaller than a barrel]; and on the intermediate days of Festivals

in a barrel. Rabbi Zadok says; It all depends on the [number of] guests [i.e., it

makes no difference if it is the Sabbath, a Festival or an intermediate day, he may

make what he requires for consumption; the halachah follows the Tanna Kamma

and he may make as much as he desires].

(3) Hiltit [a type of plant used as a hot spice] must not be soaked in warm water

[this prohibited as an uvda d'hol — a weekday activity], but it may be put into

vinegar [and used as a dip]; and one may not cause chaff to float [by putting

them in a container and adding water; this is considered “sorting”] nor rub them

[in one's hands to remove the chaff]; but they may be stored in a sieve or a basket

[even though some pieces may fall through its holes thereby sorting on its own].

[Chopped] straw may not be sifted through a sieve nor placed on a high place,
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for the chaff [which is not edible for

animals] to drop down; but, one may

scoop it up in a sieve in order to put it

into the feeding trough [according to

the view of Rabbi Shimon that

unintentional labor is permitted, since

here he has no intention of sorting it].

(4) One may sweep out [the feeding trough, of chips and dirt] for a stall ox [(who

is more delicate than an ordinary ox that goes out to pasture in the fields,) to be

fattened, so that the food should not be repulsive], and one may move [the straw]

to the sides because of the dung [i.e., so that the animal should not dirty it with

dung]; these are the words of Rabbi Dosa; but the Sages prohibit [it in both cases.

Both Rabbi Dosa and the Sages agree that, in the case of an earthen trough, it is

forbidden to sweep aside anything lest he smooth the holes in the earth. Our

Mishnah's case is the one of the trough being a large vessel where there is no

danger of smoothing the floor. The Sages, however, still forbid this lest one does

not differentiate between a vessel and an earthen floored trough]. One may take

[fodder] from one animal and place it in front of another animal [who will eat it,

i.e., leftover food from one ox for another; however, one may not remove

leftovers from an ox and place it before a donkey who finds such food repulsive

because of the droolings of the ox. As a result, this is considered an unnecessary

handling and forbidden] on the Sabbath.

(5) One must not move straw [usually used as kindling material and as such is
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muktzah, which is lying] upon a bed

with his hand, yet he may move it

[indirectly] with his body. But if it is

fodder for animals [which is food and

not muktzah], or a pillow or sheet was

over it [thus designated to sleep on

rather than to be used as kindling

wood and so is not muktzah], he may [therefore] move it with his hand. One may

unfasten a householder's clothing press [i.e., the press consisted of two heavy

boards pressed tightly together and held in place with pegs; one may release the

pegs to remove clothes needed for the Sabbath] but we may not press it down

[since clothes placed into the press would not be ready for the Sabbath we are

in effect preparing on the Sabbath for usage afterwards]. But a launderer's [press]

may not be touched [this was pressed down very tightly and unfastening it

resembles demolishing]. Rabbi Yehudah says; If it was [partially] undone prior

to the Sabbath, one may unfasten the whole and remove it [i.e., his clothes; the

halachah does not follow Rabbi Yehudah].

:eilr akyl sve.ecia erprpi `l:`ed dvwenc.eteba erprpn la`cvd on lehlhc ,eitzka

:lehlh diny e`le `ed.oicq e` xk eilr didy e`zxez dzrn ,daikyl diivw`c dizrc ilbc

:eilr ilk.yaknlr oeilrd geld oiwcdne ozqiak xg`l micbad mdipia oiniyny zegel ipy

:d`p oletiw `diy ick oezgzd gela migpend micbad.oixiznz` lehil zay jxevl epiidc

:micbad.miyaek `l la`:leg jxev epiidc.ea rbi `l miqaek lyeowzl ieyr `edy iptn
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